2010 vw jetta interior

New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System Electronic Fuel Injection. Maximum Horsepower
RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts Transmission Order Code NA.
Transmission Description Automatic. Number of Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy
and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without
mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum
Ground Clearance inches 5. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger
Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room
inches Front Hip Room inches NA. Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room
inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches
NA. Trunk Space cubic feet NA. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to lock 3. Front Suspension Type
MacPherson strut. Rear Suspension Type Four-link. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System
4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x
thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size
inches 16 x 6. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 16 x 6. Rear Wheel
Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire
Size Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight,
dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum
Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds
Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Independent MacPherson strut front suspension -inc:
stabilizer bar. Heated manual 8-way adjustable front bucket seats -inc: pwr recline, manual
lumbar, adjustable lockable head restraints. Instrumentation -inc: speedometer, tachometer,
odometer, trip odometer, coolant temp, fuel, gear indicator, outside temp, brake pad wear
indicator, safety belt reminder, fuel cap seal warning, digital clock. Lighting -inc: front center
dome light, 2 reading lights, luggage compartment light, front footwell lighting. Crash Test
Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Volkswagen Jetta remains the only
discount-price European sedan and wagon offered for the U. A large array of trim levels and
powertrains further increases the Jetta's appeal. It's hard to imagine in this era of model
proliferation, but the Volkswagen Jetta manages to exist in its own niche, one deftly carved out
by its forebears. An upscale compact, the Jetta proves that just because a car is small and
reasonably priced doesn't mean it has to have an economy car feel to it. Indeed, the Jetta has
long been a refined, well-built alternative to the humdrum offerings more typical of the segment.
The Jetta also provides the confident handling and supple ride of a German-bred car. This
generation of the Jetta debuted five years ago, and though some feel the styling is not as
distinctive as Jettas of yore, the stout little Vee-Dub maintains its tradition of providing a
European road car at a price point comparable to more plebeian offerings in the small sedan
and wagon segment. The former offers strong performance along with the stellar fuel economy
of a turbodiesel while the latter, as its name implies, combines the solid personality of a Jetta
along with the practicality of a wagon body style. The TDI, which returned after a hiatus
prompted by ever-stiffening emissions standards, is so clean that it's state compliant and also
boasts an impressive combined city and highway fuel economy number of 34 mpg. The
SportWagen, meanwhile, offers significantly more cargo space than VW's own Tiguan compact
SUV -- 18 more cubic feet with the seats up, 10 more with them folded. Though the Volkswagen
Jetta still stands apart from the compact pack, it nonetheless competes indirectly against a
wide variety of models. The lower Jetta sedan trims may be cross-shopped with economy cars
like the Mazda 3 or Honda Civic, while higher trims can be compared with entry-level luxury
models like the Volvo S40 or midsize family sedans like the Ford Fusion, Nissan Altima or
Suzuki Kizashi. For any of these categories, the Jetta is a smart choice. The SportWagen is also
worthy of strong consideration if you're contemplating a small wagon or compact crossover,
while the TDI makes for an excellent alternative to hybrids. On its own merits, any Jetta is a
good choice for those who want a premium German sedan but find themselves with a bier
rather than a champagne budget. The Volkswagen Jetta is available in sedan and SportWagen
body styles. The Limited sedan only adds inch alloy wheels, leatherette vinyl upholstery, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, Bluetooth The Jetta SE adds a rear-seat armrest,
a sunroof sedan only , a speaker stereo with a six-CD changer and satellite radio, and most of
the Limited's items on the SportWagen SE. On top of this, the Jetta SEL sedan adds inch
wheels, a multifunction steering wheel, iPod integration and a trip computer. The TDI Cup
"Street" Edition adds inch wheels with all-season performance tires, a sport body kit, larger
brakes with red calipers, the sport-tuned suspension from the GLI, cloth sport seats, and paddle
shifters when equipped with the DSG transmission. The Jetta Wolfsburg Edition is basically an

SE sedan with a turbocharged engine, inch wheels, no exterior chrome window trim and
Wolfsburg badges. Optional on all Jettas is an aerodynamic body kit and rear side airbags
except the Wolfsburg , while a touchscreen navigation system with a 30GB hard drive, digital
music storage, SD memory card slot, USB port and DVD playback is optional on all but the Jetta
S. A panoramic sunroof is a stand-alone option on the SportWagen. There are three engines
available for the Volkswagen Jetta. The standard transmission is a five-speed manual, while a
six-speed automatic with manual shift control is optional. In performance testing, a Jetta SE
with the manual went from zero to 60 mph in 8. Manual-equipped cars earn 1 fewer mpg in the
city. The Wolfsburg Edition sedan gets the same turbocharged 2. It produces a zesty hp and
lb-ft of torque. The Wolfsburg should sprint from zero to 60 mph in the 7-second range. The
Jetta TDI features a 2. This diesel produces hp and a healthy lb-ft of torque. With DSG, it goes
from zero to 60 mph in 8. Standard safety equipment includes antilock disc brakes, stability and
traction control, front side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Rear side airbags are
optional on all Jettas except the Wolfsburg. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
gave the Jetta sedan and SportWagen four out of five stars for frontal collision protection, and a
perfect five stars for side protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash tests, the
Volkswagen Jetta sedan received the highest rating of "Good" for frontal-offset and side crash
protection. These are below-average distances, and pedal feel is notably nebulous at best. For
most shoppers in this segment, a comfy ride matters more than razor-sharp moves. By this
measure, the Volkswagen Jetta is a fine companion in day-to-day driving. It swallows bumps
and provides a relatively quiet cabin from which to endure the daily grind. If you do decide to
drive aggressively, the Jetta's steering is nicely weighted and accurate, though significant body
roll puts a damper on the level of fun. With the TDI models, expect a little more vibration, a tad
more noise and less high-end kick when trying to charge up that highway on-ramp from a stop.
However, the diesel's prodigious low-end torque makes it feel downright muscular around town,
as it pulls away from traffic lights with authority. The Jetta's cabin is a strong selling point, with
high-grade, soft-touch materials and metallic trim. The vinyl "leatherette" upholstery found in
most Jettas is finely stitched and does a good impression of real cowhide, with the added
bonus of being easier to clean. Stereo and climate controls are straightforward and easy to use,
and we're also fans of the cool blue lights used for the instruments and radio display. The
state-of-the-art navigation system features an intuitive touchscreen interface and a 30GB hard
drive that not only decreases processing time but also devotes significant space to digital
music storage. The Jetta's tall roof line lends a sense of spaciousness to the front seats, which
boast a wide range of adjustment in order to accommodate drivers of various sizes. Headroom
is a little tight in the rear, however. Nonetheless, there's an adequate amount of legroom in
back, particularly compared to past Jettas, although even an economy sedan like the Toyota
Corolla offers more. The sedan's trunk capacity is very impressive at 16 cubic feet, while the
SportWagen is naturally even larger -- cargo volume for the latter is Wagons and diesel engines
have been battling outdated misconceptions for decades here in the U. However, those negative
undercurrents seem to be subsiding, thanks to spikes in oil prices and the recent shift away
from large SUVs. The Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen TDI looks to capitalize on the new normal,
offering all of the benefits associated with a wagon as well as a diesel's frugal nature. As is the
case with most wagons, the VW Jetta SportWagen benefits from a boxy interior that can
accommodate plenty of cargo and transport up to five passengers. Its carlike proportions and
driving dynamics make it easier to pilot than a crossover SUV, while its economical diesel
engine returns an EPA-estimated 34 mpg in combined driving compared to the
gasoline-powered SportWagen's 25 mpg. This may seem a bit long to some, but driving more
than 15, miles annually will bring this figure down. Despite its benefits, the Volkswagen Jetta
SportWagen TDI undoubtedly has an uphill battle ahead of it, as crossover SUVs still have a
stranglehold on the market when it comes to family haulers. For shoppers who need to
transport more than five people at a time, a vehicle like Ford's Flex certainly has an edge over
the VW. For those with their sights set on wagons, the Jetta's most direct competitor is the
more expensive Audi A3 TDI â€” which is based on our SportWagen test vehicle and can be had
with all-wheel drive. Other alternatives like the Subaru Outback and the Toyota Venza are also
worthy of consideration. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to

go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials
Check out Volkswagen Jetta lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Below-average fuel economy with 2.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. For the Volkswagen Jetta, there is a refreshed instrument panel and cabin trim, a new
climate control system and a new radio. Most trims also see a new leather-wrapped,
multifunction steering wheel and standard Bluetooth connectivity. An iPod connection becomes
a separate option you had to get the navigation system before while the SportWagen loses its
SEL trim level and the accompanying turbocharged engine. The sport-tuned GLI has been
discontinued. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Do not buy this car or any VW-they
refuse to stand by their product! Problem continued. Had diagnostic done today and told I need
a new AC unit. Go read VW forums. Read less. I have a Wolfsburg Jetta with the 2. I do love the
performance of this vehicle it will get up and go kind of feels like it has endless power on tap
espically in S mode.. Now I feel as though the gas mileage is sub par granted I do run regular in
it. I've flushed the brakes I take the car to Volkswagen here in New Jersey for all my services
and they say my brakes are fine.. Ive also have had multiple oil issues since day one its been
quite frustrating. Ive had more issues with this vehicle then combined of any problems ive ever
had with any of my 3 bmws. Oil pressure valve replaced, Oil leak from mainseal had to have the
engine taken out for the main seal job also oil leaking from vacume leak which needed to be
replaced ofcourse I take it to Volkswagen because I'm scared of anyone else working on the
vehicle and it not being done properly.. I've been disgusted with the quality of Volkswagen I will
never ever buy another VW product!! The seats are very comfortable I am 5"7 pounds and I feel
as though Volkswagen has the most comfortable seats!! I think the leather is of very good
quality looks very nice as well Also I do think the headlights are very bright I usually don't need
to turn on my high beams on dark county roads but when I do I can see everything!!! I think its
hard to get tired or bored of driving a Volkswagen honestly but I am tired of the repair costs!!!
Thinking of buying a VW? Well characters is hard. Bought VW Tdi with 39, miles. After purchase
found out with the original owner, it was in for repairs not maintenance at the following
mileages: , , , , , , , , , Note how soon after that last repair visit the previous owners sold it. I now
have 59k on it and has been in the shop 6 times in 11 months. I bought my Jetta in May By far
this is the best Jetta ever made. The includes many improvements over the and earlier models.
The seats were given my cusion making them even more supportive. The lumbar is very good.
User interface ergonomics are excellent. Interior build materials are on par with premium level
vehicles. The Mk. V Jetta compares well against the likes of the Mercede-Benz C The standard
audio system is 8 speakers with excellent sound quality. Sunroof is smooth and quick.
Everything is right where is should be in this car. It is a joy to drive or ride in around town or
cross country. See all reviews of the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the Jetta. Sign Up. If you have a Golf budget but need sedan practicality and style from your
Volkswagen, then the Jetta is your car. The Jetta is a value-priced compact sedan that is also
available with a wagon body style. Featuring the same standard horsepower 2. Unfortunately for
the Jetta enthusiast set, there is no longer a sport-tuned Jetta available as the Jetta GLI has
been dropped for the model year. Still, drivers who try the TDI option may be impressed with the
grunt available from the torquey diesel unit. Those looking for a capable family hauler or those
with an active lifestyle will find the amount of cargo space in the Jetta SportWagen most
impressive. So impressive, in fact, that the SportWagen can haul more than the Tiguan and
comes close to besting larger Passat wagon as well. Overall, the Jetta lineup is a versatile one,
with a wealth of available options and multiple trim levels from which to choose. Bodystyles:
Sedan, wagonTransmissions: 5-speed manual, 6-speed manual, 6-speed automatic, 6-speed
auto-clutch manual DSG Engines: 2. Stopping short of a full makeover, the Jetta gets a
refreshed interior with a new radio and climate control unit. While some might call the Jetta's
sheetmetal bland, we find the styling to be refreshingly subtle with a hint of sport. In addition,
the SportWagen models are far from boring and look even more Euro-trendy than the sedan
version. Volkwagen's interiors continue to impress and the slight revamp for the Jetta falls in
line with the cabin of its new Mark VI Golf cousin. Ergonomics and simplicity are hallmarks of
the Jetta's cabin, as are quality materials for a vehicle in its cla. The Jetta is sporty and nimble
on the road, with slightly heavy steering feel that is distinctively Teutonic. The 2. Front, side
curtain and side thorax airbags are standard for the driver and front passenger, side thorax

airbags are optional for rear passengers. Traction and stability control are also standard
equipment. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual
transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this
figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Volkswagen Jetta Expert Review motortrendauthor.
Panoramic sunroof option is pricy, noisy TDI performance comes at a premium inch wheels not
available on all models No aux-in on base radio. European compact style, bargain price. All
Model Years Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. Overview
Most Popular. SE 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive
Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base
engine size 2. Power Feature Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes 4 one-touch
power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes tachometer yes. Front
Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes 4 -way manual
driver seat adjustments yes multi-level heating driver seat yes leatherette yes Front leg room
Rear Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Front
track Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0.
Length Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes
multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front
suspension yes. Warranty Free Maintenance 3 yr. Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 12 yr.
Roadside 3 yr. See Jetta Inventory. Sign Up. Select configuration:. Body Type. Seating capacity.
Trunk Volume. Fuel Economy. Performance Specs Engine and Transmission Engine. Steering
Steering Type. Wheels Front Wheel Size. Suspension Front Suspension. Tires Front Tire. Fuel
Tank Fuel Tank Capacity. Dimensions and Measurement Exterior Dimensions Length. Interior
Space Seating Capacity. Weight and Towing Curb Weight. Cargo Space Trunk Volume.
Bluetooth Connection. Hard Disk Drive Media Storage. Premium Sound System. Satellite Radio.
Smart Device Integration. WiFi Hotspot. Auxiliary Audio Input. Entertainment System. MP3
Player. Interior Trim Bucket Seats. Cloth Seats. Leather Seats. Leather Steering Wheel. Premium
S
s10 fuel pump wiring
gm power window motor
2007 hyundai elantra alternator
ynthetic Seats. Vinyl Seats. Woodgrain Interior Trim. Comfort Head-Up Display. Navigation
System. Steering Wheel Audio Controls. Power Liftgate. Power Mirror s. Adaptive Cruise
Control. Automatic Parking. Climate Control. Cooled Front Seat s. Cooled Rear Seat s. Cruise
Control. Hands-Free Liftgate. Heated Front Seat s. Heated Rear Seat s. Heated Steering Wheel.
Keyless Entry. Power Driver Seat. Power Passenger Seat. Remote Engine Start. Remote Trunk
Release. Seat Memory. Universal Garage Door Opener. Keyless Start. Navigation from
Telematics. Cross-Traffic Alert. Rear Parking Aid. Blind Spot Monitor. Lane Departure Warning.
Lane Keeping Assist. Night Vision. Tire Pressure Monitor. Brake Assist. Stability Control.
Traction Control. Airbags Driver Air Bag. Front Head Air Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Knee Air Bag.
Passenger Air Bag. Rear Head Air Bag. Rear Side Air Bag. Seatbelt Air Bag. Warranty Warranty
Summary Basic. Now Buzzing. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price.

